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Jeremy Thomas
F3 SOC

In loving memory and brotherhood

January 16, 1976 - October 22, 2020

Jeremy Daniel Thomas, or “SOC” went to the AO with the Sky Q on 10/22/2020. He
was many things to many people, Husband to Erin, Father to Marshall(16) Connor(15),
son, boss, twin brother(Matt), and to F3 and many others, friend.  He was a big guy
with an even bigger heart. His faith carried him and his family through the 14 month
battle with cancer.  He left us praising and thanking God for his time and his family. 
 To know him, was to respect him, admire him, laugh with him, love him.  He loved
good food, family, football, anything his sons were into, his beautiful M, and helping
others. His generosity will echo for many generations. F3 lost a great brother, but we
remember him at F3JAX by a newly named partner exercise, “The SOC.” -Carrying
another PAX that is larger and heavier than you.  We’ll miss you big guy but we rest in
the knowledge that you are healed, happy, and whole. 



Words from the Nant'an
BY HEISENBERG

As we/I transition from one Nantan to another, I’m going to summarize our year, 2020. What a

ride, right? Who knew in January that we were on the cusp of the most challenging year for our

nation, city, and our region?

Here are some of the highlights that occurred in the midst of a pandemic!

F1

We now have 22 AO’s. 22 (can you name them all?) that meet 6 days a week, sometimes 7 with

extra beatdowns. We incorporated Site Q’s to facilitate Q-schedules and taking ownership. COVID

challenged us to adapt and adjust for safety and compliance with local ordinances. F3JAX

stepped up in a big way.  Zoom workouts were created, modified exercises, COT(ball-o-man)

partner exercises, shared coupons were all modified.

F3 Jax had record growth for our region in the midst of a pandemic!! Why? Less travel, more time

indoors, sedentary life at work, family challenges are some of the reasons. Make no mistake our,

PAX are stronger, faster, and healthier when much of the country is not.

 

F2

We have doubled our Q source AO’s- 2 sites, Chop Shop, Anthill, (Boondocks, soon). We had a

banner year for CSAUPs- Kraken, River Run, Brain Tumor Race, Old Timers, Spartans, Mud Runs,

Bike Rides, Travis Manion, Dudeology Adventure Race. 

Thanks to Jumanji, Doink, we now have one of the best communication forms for our region in the

Newsletter. Jumanji has taken the Q and has done a fantastic job and has even garnered national

attention! Doink was instrumental in our distribution as he helped create our database as well as

the creation of our FNG form that captures all necessary information to integrate our new PAX.

 

F3

Trinity moved to every Friday and is really helping us connect with the staff and the program.

Septum has ramped up participation and our investment is noticed. We have now provided a

deep fryer, kitchen mats, food, clothes, support, encouragement. Our faith in something bigger

than ourselves helps us look for ways to use our time, talent, and treasures to bless others. I ask

this in many different settings but this is most appropriate for F3JAX.? Would anyone miss F3JAX if

we went away? The answer is YES!

To wrap up the review and highlight the reason F3 grew and is so essential, I read a recent story

from the Washington Post. The value of male friendships has never been higher it is than now.

Men are used to shoulder to shoulder relationships (games, events, work) vs. face to face(coffee,

support groups) with women.

The current climate is very challenging through COVID to cultivate shoulder opportunities for

most, but not for the men of F3.  Friendships are tested in times like this and we have persevered

and grown bigger, stronger, and healthier despite the obstacles. 

The glue the brings men back is not F1 fitness, but the creed in action- “Leave no man behind, but

leave no man where you found him.”

 

It has been an honor to serve this region and I cannot wait to see the continued growth and

excellence that Saigon Sam will lead us in 2021 and beyond.
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LEADERSHIP
Nant'an- the cultural and spiritual leader of an

F3 unit larger than an AO. Derived from the

Apache, the Nant'an must lead with no

authority or power, but through vision and

persuasion.  

In a somber and sacred rite the spiritual

leadership of F3JAX passed from one man to

another. The way of the Nant'an is kept close by

those who have worn the sacred headdress,

their selection process a secret to those in this

highest of orders. Some rumors tell of a

gauntlet run that kills most applicants, others

of a peyote ridden month in the wilderness

mating with various spirit animals, and yet

others talk of extroverted sales people suckered

into the role. However he was chosen, Saigon

Sam joins this honorary lineage and will have

the difficult task of following the mighty feats

of a formerly fat bearded Star Wars fan, a

beautiful mayoral candidate, and a drug dealer

with a mystical forehead. Through their

leadership, F3JAX has grown from a dozen men

who met in dark places in 2015 to grunt and

sweat, to hundreds of men who meet in dark

places to grunt and sweat in 2020. The last 5

years have impacted men across the First Coast

and YHC is excited to see where Saigon Sam

takes us in the next two years. Lead well my

brother, because you will be both judged and

satirized. 

The Changing of the Nant'an
A History of F3JAX Nantanary
Big Bird 2015-2016
At the launch of F3JAX in 2015, plant Q

Chaser handed the flag to a overweight

Star Wars fan who spent the majority of

the workout slashing merlot. That fat kid

would become the unofficial nant'an of

F3JAX, enabling its survival and growth in 

Pyro 2017-2018
The first official nant'an of F3JAX chosen

due to his athletic prowess, political

connections and hair. An early connector

who EH'd all of San Marco to F3. Under his

watch, F3JAX expanded into St. Johns

County and became an 

Heisenberg 2019-2020
Taking on the modified title of Poontang,

rather than Nant'an, Heisenberg used his

magical forehead to woo the selection

committee to support his candidacy.

Growth continued, and he became the 

those early years

(and become un-

fat). Launching

other regions and

leading CSAUPS

while preventing

F3JAX's extinction.

an official region. He

also created an

advisory group and

direction for growth,

as people flocked to

be in his  presence.  

first nant'an in

history to have to

make an actual

decision- closing

AOs in the face of

COVID in spring of

2020. He will be best

remembered for

hosting really great

Holiday Parties. 



The day after Thanksgiving we had 10

HardNocs PAX participated in the Tough

Turkey 5K+ with PAX across the nation as

this was a collaboration between F3 and

Spartan/Tough Mudder. Fun time and a good

way to overcome the previous day’s

excesses.

CSAUP
Tough Turkey 5K 
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Upcoming 

After warming up at the

Kracken, come conquer the

Jax Spartan race Feb 27th. An

F3 group starts at 1:30 in the

People of WalMart heats.

Team name- F3badlands2021

Age groups for competitors

0800-0845

March 20, 2021

Pyro leading teams of 4 to push wheelchairs;

contact Pyro if interested.

All PAX meet 1-2 hours pre-start in the grassy

area near Veteran's Memorial Wall.

Guana 50K 
Eileen and Charmin

conquered the

Guana 50k (that's 31

miles), while a

certain member of

the marmot family

made it through 25K

(18.6 miles), which is

still impressive but

much less so. 

Get ready for the

return of F3JAX's

original homegrown

CSAUP. The Kraken

is tentatively slated

for 2/20/21, so mark

your calendars now

and await further

instruction from the

heir to the

underwater

kingdom of Atlantis

himself.  



The Dudeology crew (Flo, BadaBing, Left Turn) are at it again, this time outside of the studio. In

December 6th, Dudeology hosted its inaugural Adventure / Eco Race aptly names, The

DudeOdyssyey Race. Leveraging the natural landscape of the Hard Nocs / Badlands  AO with a

theme straight out of post-Iliad Greek lore, the race included a 2.5 mile run, 4.5 mile weighted

ruck, 3 mile waterborne operation (kayak, paddle board, etc) and 10 mile bike. Along the race

route teams encountered physical challenges (Hero Quest) and opportunities to venture off the

race course to find tokens which would grant time bonuses. Although this event pulled from a

diverse range of teams, the F3 team of Peg and Pyro (The Killa P’s) took home the coveted gold

oak leaf crowns. Several teams representing F3 had a legitimate shot to win , Townie Mounties

(Seatdown / Heisenberg) were able to steal defeat from the jaws of victory. Team West Virginia

Dirty Love (Outhouse / 3Peat) started the race with 60:1 odds and finished that way. Make sure

to follow the Dudeology Facebook page to see the entire race captured in an epic docu-series

by producers and videographers BadaBing and Left Turn, and hosted by Flo. Be on the lookout

for early registration for next years event! Check out the action:  https://youtu.be/jHGLwkxMkfA

https://youtu.be/ZSQc7aRx7u4 

https://youtu.be/39R4eadsklE

CSAUP
The DudeOdyssey Adventure Race
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

The Pax of Asgard remained strong and steady

over the last couple of months.  In October, Big

Bird introduced yet another one of his AMRAP

concoctions: The Ostrich.   On Halloween, the

aforementioned Big Bird showed no fear in

“the Reaper” when he took on the Deuces R’

Wild Challenge as part of the F3 Foundation

Give 2 Give Campaign. Crotchless served as his

proctor and wingman for runs, and YHC

incorporated the beatdown that day to permit

the pax to perform the exercises alongside our

brother. Crotchless also played the role of first

responder and administered much needed

substance (bread) to help neutralize the side

effects of the Carolina Reaper pepper. It can’t

be confirmed, but it is speculated that fire

spewed out of BB’s mouth following the

challenge. 

 

November brought out the creative juices out

of our Q’s.   We celebrated YHC B-day with a

“Burp”-day beatdown; there was a history

lesson on Marshall University football team

plane crash; a Taco beatdown; and Big Bird

introduced the Fleming Island crew to the

Beast. Hatch coaxed Charmin to head south for

a half Ironman (70.3 miles) practice run (and

bike and swim).  Sasquatch and Big Bird co-

Q’d a mini-convergence the Saturday following

Thanksgiving with a couple of Townies and

Beach Boys posting at Asgard. FNG’s making

multiple posts to Asgard since October include

King Candy, Notorious, and Woodshed (who

technically was an FNG at Anchor but was EH’d

by both Crotchless and YHC).

 

As we approach the New Year, we hope to

continue to grow our numbers.  There is also

chatter of beginning Q-source and a possible

run-based AO.  One thing for sure is we all look

forward to what 2021 has in store for us.

Asgard

-FEUD
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This is my cindy.
There are many like it , but this one is mine

My cindy is my best friend. It is my life.
I must master it as I must master life.

My cindy, without me, is useless.
Without my cindy, I am useless.

Who is this cindy you see in the dark? 
Cindy is difficult to explain to my wife. 

AO NEWS
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Downtown

- CHARMIN

What’s new in heart of the JAX region:

Jacksonville’s most wanted, it was inevitable

our garage beatdowns may draw some

attention from more than San Marco’s early

bird employees, Gekko capped off Garage

Hell Week with an Anchor romp through a

Riverside parking garage that drew the ire of

one of Jacksonville’s finest rent-a-cops…

Garage Hell week was a spirited competition

that saw the men of downtown accelerating

their 1st F in anticipation of the damage the

2nd F can bring.  

2nd F acceleration, I write anticipation and

excitement grows for the inaugural Brown

Elephant Spirit exchange organized by Pyro

and to be held at 4Rivers. Many brown bags

full of delicious firewater will be exchanged

over brisket. Hopefully, all will imbibe with

moderation such that we aren’t condemned

to fartsack by a hangover. Only Pud has the

strength to roll directly from a whiskey

powered night to a 0600 Dolly at Anchor.

COVID also took its toll on the Downtown

crew; this wave or surge or news cycle cliché

du jour, had the likes of Synapse, Matlock,

Hey Big Papi and Lego all sidelined.

Conveniently, Hey Big Papi coordinated his

quarantine with Garage Hell Week, but hey

who’s counting… Downtown has been

growing to replace its depleted ranks – Shock

Therapy, Shameless, Orbit,

Jim’s(Cheesesteak) and Savage are all solid

dudes who consistently bring it in the AM.

Anthill, Bohica, Anchor and Genesis all

eagerly await their Virgin Qs; it’s going to

hurt! These men also routinely drop

knowledge at QSource, where Bowzer’s

sketches really help the Pax at Large know

how to recognize the new guys…Lastly, the

only thing more contagious than the COVID

downtown is the Respect. Bernie4Points and

Mr. Woodchuck (sorry St. John’s we’re

claiming him) both rolled over that esteemed

digit in recent days. 

The younger Pax were shocked that these

bros were actually 50 as they were assumed

to be millennials. You may not believe it but

the older Mr. Woodchuck gets, the faster he

runs as he has become the defacto TACMO Q

with speed workouts to prep for upcoming

Spartan Super and Gate River Run. Even Pyro

is now on the downhill slide to 50; being

closer there than 40 and who are we kidding,

that guy is straight off the Baywatch beach.

Merry Christmas Men of Downtown, your

community and comradery are better than a

$13,000 bottle of Scotch, -CHARMIN
WITH
ARTWORK
BY BOWZER



Chop Shop is going strong on Tuesdays and

Thursdays – with Q Source Discussions on

Thursdays after the beatdown. It has turned

out to be a great AO with facilities for all

kinds of creative beatdowns! 

Plus, Septum brings coffee on Tuesdays! 

 Chop Shop embodies the core mission of F3

– to plant, grow, and serve small workout

groups for the invigoration of male

community leadership! How?  We grew out

of AOs that were reaching “too big” status –

and it has been great to be in a smaller

group. Much more accountability – you don’t

post and it gets noticed. Nobody gets a free

ride – we all get to Q. And you get to know

the fellow PAX at a much deeper level. So,

what’s next?? We are going to grow to “too

big” status and do it all again! That’s the

model we are following. I gotta admit -

Feud’s example to launch really challenged

me. We are not here for ourselves – we are

here for those sad clowns that need this. So,

get on it! Starting Jan 1 - Q Source on

Thursday’s is going to start meeting at Good

Chi Coffee  8789 San Jose Blvd # 101,

Jacksonville, FL 32217 – going to be so

comfortable we might talk for hours…Even if

you don’t post at Chop Shop, come on over

for Q Source! You’ll be better for it.
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Amidst the soccer goals, the Russian Fencers,

the women volleyball players, and Stephon's

group, the F3 crowd continues to dominate

the turf at Sunshine Park. Even though the

alarm clocks don't seem to be getting set on

Saturdays, the boys still welcome the extra

burpees. Also, the boys keep stepping up to

the plate with VQ's....Half Moon OG, Half

Moon, Home Alone, (evidently you have to

have a name that begins with an H to do your

VQ)....some days have been more populous

than others but the growth of the group

remains consistent and persistent. There

have been new exercises and new faces and

also visitors from other cities to make it more

enjoyable. Once the weather breaks, the

dollying may indeed begin in earnest on

Saturdays. 

Another VQ is coming with the esteemed

Bobber stepping up to the plate. It should be

a good one and many of us are looking

forward to this. We are thankful for the

healing of some and are praying for the

continued healing of others. And we are 

 always grateful for the interlopers who post

from Badlands and Hard Nocs in search of

Latte's and Bikinis.

ChopShop

- EILEEN

Poseidon

- PAPA SMURF



HardNocs and Badlands have continued to

have good attendance in November and

December including some newcomers.

Badlands meets Monday through Thursday at

Davis Park 0530-0615. We have maintained

the 0630 start at HardNocs on Monday &

Thursday to allow the PAX the opportunity to

double down from the 0530 Badlands

workout along with our Saturday 0700-0800

workout.   PAX continue to meet Friday’s for

unofficial run or ruck workouts.  Overall, it

has been a great couple months with guys

coming back from IR (Bada Bing and

McDreamy), fun F2 events and VQ’s by Brown

& Prunetang!

HardNocs and Badlands
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Bloomer led a Veteran’s Day workout at

Badlands on November 10th. Technically, we

had all branches covered by GI Joe alone

who has literally served in the Marines, Navy,

Army and Air Force.  He just needs to catch

on with the Coast Guard and Space Force!

Impressive brother!

We had a great turn out for an F2 event

celebrating Outhouse’s 50th Birthday at

Palm Valley Outdoors.  He has been 49 for

several years so it was great to finally

welcome him into the Respect category!

On Saturday November 21st we moved the

HardNocs AO heading to the beach at

Mickler Landing and completed the Travis

Manion WOD with PAX across the Nation to

honor those who have fallen and support

the Travis Manion Foundation.  7 rounds of

400 meter runs with 29 weighted squats

and then added in some water burpees,

flutter kicks, merkins, bear crawls and a

bunch of fun sand bag exercises.  Of course,

YHC always like a beach down since its

socially acceptable to take my shirt off!
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28 strong gathered on Thanksgiving Day for

a convergence of the beach AO’s, a pre-

Turkey Day calorie burn and a most of all, a

final send off the founder of Badlands,

McDreamy, who is moving to the Daytona

Beach.  Slash led a challenging strength and

core workout and McDreamy closed with an

awesome message about how F3 has

changed him and the importance of our

fellowship.  He quoted Martin Luther “This

life therefore is not health, but healing, not

becoming, not rest but exercise.  We are not

yet what we shall be, but what we are

growing toward, the process is not yet

finished, but it is going on, this is not the

end, but it is the road.”  We will miss you

brother, but we plan to see you soon when

you plant the flag in Daytona! At Coffeteria

afterwards we had a crazy moment where

Peg and Pyro had the dual Spiderman deal

going!  If it wasn’t for Pyro’s amazing hair, we

really wouldn’t know who was who!

December has brought us some cold

mornings in the gloom for Florida, but the

PAX continue to show up, work hard and

push each other to be better men.  We are

closing the year strong at HardNocs &

Badlands and beginning to prepare for 2021.   

“After climbing a great hill, one only finds

that there are many more hills to climb.” 

Nelson Mandela

SYITG & Semper Fi, 

Saigon Sam

F3 turns 10 years old Jan 1, 2021. The Nation-

wide convergence in the Cape Fear region is

postponed due to COVID. F3JAX is going to

join F3 Nation with a convergence to

celebrate the 10 year anniversary on January

16th at 0700 at the Boondocks AO (Fruit Cove

Middle School).  Some of our founding Jax

Pax will lead the workout and we will have

coffeteria afterwards. Bring a cindy for the

beatdown and chair for the fellowship! More

to come but let’s get this on the calendar and

get a massive turnout for the celebration!

January 16th at 0700 at the Boondocks AO

JANUARY  16TH  0700  AT  
 BOONDOCKS  AO
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BadNocs cont.

F3 Anniversary



There are very few men in this world that are truly HIM. But some of us have had the

pleasure and honor to have our presence graced by a man who would take the shirt of

his back to help a fellow man.  When you meet Donald Scott Covington for the first time

you may find your eyes drawn toward his long flowing locks of hair or even on special

occasions his perfected Leprechaun costume. However, if you stick around long enough

you will find that what you are really drawn to is a great man of integrity, humility and a

passion for wanting the best for his fellow brother. I hope someday your path will cross

with the one and only we know as McDreamy.

2ND F
MEET MCDREAMY, JAX PAX OF THE MONTH
I N T E R V I E W  B Y  S L A S H
I N T R O D U C T I O N  B Y  O U T H O U S E
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- OUTHOUSE

For those of us who don’t know, tell us who McDreamy really is.

Husband, father, surgeon.  Got my undergrad and med school at Chapel Hill, with my

residency at the University of Texas. Almost 20 years of practice. I migrated to the chronic

wound care space in 2007. My practice now is directed toward wound care and hyperbaric

medicine. I recently accepted a role in that at Halifax Health in Daytona.

 

So you’re leaving us soon.

Sadly. But only physically, not in spirit.

 

Hyperbaric, we’re talking Michael Jackson in an oxygen tent sort of stuff?

You got it.  The use of pressurized oxygen to stimulate the body’s natural healing capacity.

 

Can that heal Full Monty’s knees?

That’s the goal.  If we can get Monty well, life is good again. It is recognized for muscle

recovery in elite athletes. 

 

Good news for Left Turn and his M, less so for the rest of us. So how did you get into F3?

Through my brother Jeff, who is 59 now. He’s in Charlotte and was part of the foundational

group of F3. For years, he was after me to join. He’d say, “We work out in cold rain, and it’s

awesome!” For years, I told him, “Hell, no.” I was very overt about my disdain for all things

F3. Finally, he was coming in town for work, and said if you try it one time, I will never

mention it again, promise. That was April 2017. We got up at 4am, went downtown,

Jumanji was the Q, it was a cold rainy terrible day, I did hairburners and nearly vomited

several times, and I was transformed at that moment.



What transformed you?          

For me, it’s not the workout, it’s the relationship, that men are uniting to be better men,

that they realize life should not be lived alone.  Men live behind the sad clown face, they

say everything is okay when it is imploding.  The authenticity of F3 from the standpoint of,

“I’m here for you, I’m not going to leave you as you were,” that was immediately clear to

me.  You could see guys love each, encourage each other, and it was that experience I’m

really interested in, to let people in your life; allow men to change you, heed their words

and share your words.  You are called to be there, be part of a group, whether you know

it or not, whether it’s the relational or physical or faith part of it. Embrace it. Be authentic.  

It will change you.  You will be a different man as a result of the decisions you make at

5:30 in the morning. It’s a reboot everyday, your mind is a blank, and someone speaks

truth into your life in a healthy, positive way. Using that opportunity to make every day a

better day is one of the jewels and gems of F3. 

 

How did Badlands get rolling?

I called Jeff Hartman (Outhouse).  We had known each other and I said I got a great deal

for you, let’s go downtown, exercise so hard we’ll cry, and you’ll love it.  He was like okay,

let’s give it a shot.  He was very encouraging early on; if I hadn’t had his support early on,

I’m not sure I would’ve given it a shot.  Very quickly, and this is a tribute to F3, the townie

PAX stepped up and started encouraging us to be active in Ponte Vedra.  And before long,

it became, “When are you going to start F3 Nocatee?”  And in my wise and bold style, I said,

we’ll do it sometime.  Heisenberg said, “Let’s do it in two weeks and you’ll be the Q.”

 

Did you sleep before the night before your first Q?

No one sleeps the night of the first Q.

 

What stands out about your first Q?

How scared I was, how disorganized . Outhouse and I did it together, co-Q’d.  I built the

workout and gave him the parts impossible to do from the cadence perspective.  We were

trying some hard things.

What have you learned about hard workouts for aging men like us who can’t resist

challenges?

We’re aging men with big egos who want to be the 25-year-olds we can’t be again.  We

can’t accept our limitations, and on top of that, it’s fun to run around, to be a kid again.

Guys push their bodies in inappropriate ways. The downside is risk of injury and I’m a

living example. I injured my back a couple of years ago doing burpees. I was out and

missed the experience, came back and injured it again, and then had surgery.  My

admonition is we’re at risk for that reason.  If you want to stay in the game, you have no

choice but to be smart about it and take days off.

 

JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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What are your plans for Daytona?

I’m starting my new job on December 1st with Halifax Health, living in Ormond.  Got a

condo on the river and will be in that location in late November.  Ultimately my plan is to

get F3 Daytona up and running.  The timeline is a function of who has an interest and is

capable of being involved.  Reaching out to F3 Nation will help, I’m sure they know some

guys there. I’ll be released physically January 1, good to go then.  Spring or summer, that

would be great.

Five Things About McDreamy

1- What’s a movie you’ll watch over and over?

Indiana Jones and Raiders of the Lost Ark.  Action, adventure, and risk of imminent death –

just like F3!

 

2- Name one dead person, not a family member and not Jesus, that you wish you could

have dinner with.

The apostle Paul. He was a revolutionary. He used to kill Christians for fun and was a very

smart man and good at his job and had a revolutionary experience in his life and did a 360.

There’s a parallel to F3, something or someone comes along and changes life in a radical

way.

 

3- What Star Trek character would you be?

Kirk. He’s the brazen adventurer, who talks people into doing things that are risky and the

risk reward is pretty high. Great leader.

 

4- What does a world full of McDreamys look like?

I’m glad there’s not. Glad there’s not a world full of anybody. Our strength is our diversity. 

 

5- What is the meaning of life?

To love and be loved.

JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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2.0
One of the great things about being a father

and being part of F3 is that “we GET TO”.  We

GET TO bond with other men through Fitness,

Fellowship and Faith. We GET TO bust each

other’s chops when we fartsack or bust our

block (not code, just the truth). We GET TO

bare one another’s burden in the good times

and the trying times. We GET TO go to

bourbon exchanges, Christmas parties,

lunches, Trinity Rescue Mission, CSAUPS and

houses of worship together. As F3 grows in the

greater JAX area, I suspect the richness of our

relationships will grow deeper and more

meaningful as well, in fact, they must. 

So today, I GET TO share with my brothers the

blessing of what God is doing in our next

generation and in the life of my 2.0, TAZZ.

On a hot summer Saturday morning in 2015,

Jake Duffey sprung onto the F3 scene and

earned the name TAZZ because he was like a

freaking Tasmanian Devil. This kid has never

been one to sit in front of a video game and

never really every watched much television.

Instead, he would be in the woods with his BB

Gun shooting at golfers who skirted the

woods he was in or on his mini bike running

from the local police. He was also the first

person to stand up the school yard bully and

he was the kid that everyone wanted to hang

out with. TAZZ also didn’t like to make

anything less than A’s.  He would stay up

countless nights working on Algebra, History

and English until he was finished or

completely understood the equation.  TAZZ

also was the young man who would go out of

his way when he saw a Veteran and thank

him for his service.  In fact, TAZZ can

remember where he was when he told

himself, “one day I will serve my country.”  

This thought brings me to today when I GET

TO share a little bit about this young man we

all know as TAZZ.

A FATHER'S PERSPECTIVE
On a hot summer Saturday morning in 2015,

Jake Duffey sprung onto the F3 scene and

earned the name TAZZ because he was like a

freaking Tasmanian Devil. This kid has never

been one to sit in front of a video game and

never really every watched much television.

Instead, he would be in the woods with his BB

Gun shooting at golfers who skirted the

woods he was in or on his mini bike running

from the local police. He was also the first

person to stand up the school yard bully and

he was the kid that everyone wanted to hang

out with. TAZZ also didn’t like to make

anything less than A’s.  He would stay up

countless nights working on Algebra, History

and English until he was finished or

completely understood the equation.  TAZZ

also was the young man who would go out of

his way when he saw a Veteran and thank

him for his service.  In fact, TAZZ can

remember where he was when he told

himself, “one day I will serve my country.” 

 This thought brings me to today when I GET

TO share a little bit about this young man we

all know as TAZZ.



After completing the boards we waited

anxiously for a reply and on December 1st

TAZZ received a call to go to the Marine

station in Ponte Vedra.  When he arrived

there were several recruiters there to let him

know he had received the scholarship.  I was

honored that TAZZ called me right away to

tell me he was awarded the coveted

scholarship and I immediately thought

about all of the early mornings and the hard

work TAZZ put into this moment!  Our family

rejoiced in this accomplishment and realized

TAZZ’s journey had just begun.There

absolutely no doubt in my mind that the

early morning conversations with F3 brothers

during moseys, squats and hello dolly’s

played a role in TAZZ’s decision to pursue

this path. I also know it’s the subtle

accountability F3 brothers infused in him

when you would see him posting at various

AO’s kept him grounded, and in line.  Doink

shared at a recent workout that he sees

TAZZ as a brother, one of us, and not as a 2.0

and I’m certain many of you feel the same. In

fact it’s safe to say that we all had a chance

to GET TO impact TAZZ’s life. I am blessed to

have shared my son’s journey with so many

of you and hope the foundation he has set

will bring him a life filled with honor,

humility, appreciation for discipline and

brotherly love.

On August 19, 2019, TAZZ began posting

regularly at F3 workouts as he began

narrowing his focus on the military and what

academies he wanted to consider.   After

interviewing several servicemen, he set his

eyes on the Marines and entered the DEPS

program in Ponte Vedra.  TAZZ knew The

Citadel wasn’t an option if he didn’t receive a

scholarship so he began the application

process for the NROTC scholarship which has

a value of $180,000.  The interview boards

was a combination of academic and physical

in which he excelled in both.   TAZZ scored

5/5 on his interview with 2 Captains, a 96/99

on his PiCAT, and the physical (119 sit-ups in 2

minutes, 22 dead hang pull-ups, and 3 miles

in 21:00).    

A FATHER'S PERSPECTIVE CONT.

-AQUAMAN



3RD F

Get your serve on every Friday 6-7am at Trinity Rescue Mission. We mosey from 5:15-6am before we

serve. There is a constant need for basic food supplies (eggs, milk, flour, etc.). Septum makes a food

run every Thursday to buy what they need that week. Any monetary donations can be made to LIFO

@ (check with LIFO for PayPal and Venmo account). Food, clothes, and anything else can be given to

Septum for delivery. We are currently talking with Trinity about starting a new AO at their farm for

men in the program. Right now men struggling with addiction or just down on their luck are joining

the program. They are given a bed, food, and some sort of job at Trinity Rescue Mission downtown.

After 90 days they can advance the the farm where they can work and transition back into a

productive member of society. By creating an AO on site we can provide the same foundation that F3

has given us. Who knows what the impact this could make in their lives? Right now the percentage

of men that return to the street is very high. Let’s do our part to put them in a better position to be

the men that God has called them to be. 

Septum will be getting a Trinity committee together made up of pax from different AO’s around Jax.

Contact him if you have questions or want to get involved. Also check for updates on the #Trinity

channel on slack.

Lastly, Trinity is developing a new way to give monetary donations for particular items that we want

to give. Similar to raising for a charity race that keeps track of money that one person or a team has

made. We can set the goal (ex. Stove) and people can give online until we meet the goal. All

proceeds go directly to Trinity so if your company matches donations or you want to write it off on

your taxes you will be able to do that. More to come on that development.
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Donations for Trinity (via F3 LIFO, the trustworthy treasurer)

Venmo: @Will-navidi

PayPal: bulldog_32207@yahoo.com

-SEPTUM



CORE VALUE
“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.” – Ben Franklin

“Proper planning prevents (piss) poor performance.” – Charlie Batch and others. 

“Every battle is won before it is fought.” – Sun Tzu

“Hope is not a plan.” – Dr. Peter Andersen

 

Everyone talks about preparedness, but why is it so hard to learn?

Let me relate a story of a young surgeon and his craft. He spent many long hours of his training

days relishing his time in the operating rooms of some of the greatest surgeons in the country.

He studied their techniques; he followed their movements; he compared the variations

amongst them. He knew backwards and forwards more operations than many of his peers.

Within the operating room and its spectacle, he found professional fulfillment. He was young

and naïve. This surgeon didn’t spend much time in the clinic as there was always another

operating room to enjoy. Thus, when standing on his own two feet, did he know if this patient

was too fat, too old or too complicated to undertake an elaborate operation like those he had

practiced?

No and so he struggled greatly. He struggled because he hadn’t fully comprehended the

necessity of preparation. 

Through struggle comes experience and with experience some level of maturity. The act of

operating is the payoff for a procedure well-planned.  Preparation is diaper-changing[1] to

ensure that payoff.

In the Q-source (28-31), preparedness is the last and arguably most important chapter to

establish the G3L[2]. It is the summation of the foundation. In one’s life, preparation is laying

bricks[3] that build guardrails[4] which prevent deacceleration.

The first socratic – Does a man’s need to be prepared change over time? 

Alternatively, is there a time where a man doesn’t need to prepare? 

Can you reach a place in your life where your experience equips you with the answers needed

for the task, any task, without preparation?

My answer is no. A second story - There is an incredibly

experienced surgeon, Dr. Peter Andersen, quoted above. No matter who walked into his clinic,

he had seen it before. His experience, 20+ years, had given him incredibly nuanced heuristics

about how to treat patients. He didn’t need to prepare for them to know the correct operation,

but still he did.  Dr. Andersen would look up the addresses of his incoming new patients on

Google Maps. He wanted a more realistic picture of who was walking into see him and what he

could reasonably expect to achieve in their care. In addition to increasing your capabilities,

preparation allows you to tailor specifically to your audience from your range of capabilities.

 

Preparation, in the professional sense – medicine, finance, religion, architecture, any profession

is grunt work. It’s reviewing the CT scan yourself, not just listening to the radiologist. It’s

reading the companies P&L sheet, not just buying the enthusiasm. It’s a million other things

that are easier not to do that may or may not burn you. Well, does the outcome or the process

define you? 

PREPAREDNESS



CORE VALUE
January is a time for new beginnings, new

bricks in the building of guardrails. I

challenge you with this brick: what burned

you the most last year, (a poor car buying

decision, weight gain, a chasm in a

relationship)? Assess what assumptions were

used in making that decision and how you

could have prepared better? Was the

outcome in question ever considered as a

possibility beforehand? Could it have been

avoided or altered? 

 

To conclude, preparation is an essential and

perpetual necessity to combat the flux[5]. Be

encouraged in your preparations and then

celebrated in your successes. 

[1] Diaper-changing – A task that must be

done, but is not in your D2X.

[2] G3L – Get right, Live right, Lead right,

Leave right – The path upon which a HIM is

called to

follow. 

[3] Brick – A singular positive habit that is

advantageous to oneself and others.    

[4] Guardrail – foundational precepts that

protect and incentive Acceleration to

Advantage.  

[5] Flux – The emotional reaction to the peaks

and valley that appear throughout a man’s

life.

PREPAREDNESS CONT.

-CHARMIN
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CONCEPT :  WE  ARE  PREPARED  FOR  THE
SHIT  TO  COME

PHRASE :  WE  COMPETE  AGAINST
OURSELVES  TO  VANQUISH  WEAKNESS ,
DOUBT ,  MEDIOCRITY  AND  TEMPORARY
COMFORT ,  READYING  OURSELVES  FOR
LIFE 'S  COMING  BATTLES .

QUOTE :   "GIVE  ME  SIX  HOURS  TO  CHOP
DOWN  A  TREE  AND  I  WILL  SPEND  THE
FIRST  FOUR  SHARPENING  THE  AXE .
ABRAHAM  LINCOLN

JANUARY

CONCEPT :  DISCIPLINE

PHRASE :  WE  ARE  DISCIPLINED ,
INTENTIONAL  AND  GRITTY  DURING  THE
NEVER  ENDING  WORK  TO  GET  BETTER ,
NOT  RELIANT  ON  THE  FICKLE  EMOTION
OF  MOTIVATION .

QUOTE :   "DISCIPLINE  EQUALS  FREEDOM"
JOCKO  WILLINK

DECEMBER

CONCEPT :  ACCOUNTABILITY

PHRASE :  WE  LOVE  OUR  BROTHERS
ENOUGH  TO  HOLD  THEM  ACCOUNTABLE ,
ESPECIALLY  WHEN  IT 'S
UNCOMFORTABLE .

QUOTE :  " IRON  SHARPENS  IRON ,  AND
ONE  MAN  SHARPENS  ANOTHER . "
PROVERBS  27 :17

FEBRUARY

CONCEPT :  FRIENDSHIP  TO  FELLOWSHIP

PHRASE :  WE  ARE  OUR  BROTHER 'S
KEEPER ,  ENGAGING  IN  EACH  OTHER 'S
LIVES  BEYOND  THE  SUPRFICIAL  TO  MOVE
FROM  FRIENDSHIP  TO  FELLOWSHIP

QUOTE :   "LIVE  TOGETHER  AS  BROTHERS
OR  PERISH  TOGETHER  AS  FOOLS"
MLK

MARCH



THE 6
Words from the "Editor"
-JUMANJI

Ready to step up and Q for the first time? Well, before your

VQ make sure you know what goes where and when and

check-out these quick Q guidelines. 

And please watch this video- 

Q'd a few times and think your Tom-terrific? Check out the

advanced guidelines and let's get better. Have more Q tips?

Email jacksonville@f3nation.com 

Q Guidelines on F3JAX.com

How to Count 

Introducing a new feature article, called shit that irritates me. 

YHC has been posting for a while, 5 years in fact, and I can't take it any longer. If you're a FNG or

only been around for a month or so, no worries, this doesn't apply to you. But for the love of all

that is holy can we skip the 5 minute discussion every f-ing time a Q calls lunges or iron mikes

about whether to count one leg or alternate legs or your right leg or your left leg or every other

leg or your middle leg? 

Q says "do 20 lunges OYO," which typically leads to the 5 minute explanation of what leg or side

to count. First off, if it's lunges or step-ups or step-ups or flutter kicks or any other relatively

easy exercise, assume IT'S COUNTING ONE LEG, which means 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, up to 20. This is F3, not

Camp Gladiator.

Can we agree on two commands? 

Option 1: Q "do 20 lunges OYO counting one leg" which means 1-1, 2-2, 3-3 up to 20

Option 2: Q "do 20 lunges OYO counting both legs" which means 1,2,3,4,5 up to 20 (which you

would never say, because you're not a pussy)

Need to give commands for an exercise such as American hammers? A simple adjustment to

the options given above will do just fine:

Option 1: Q "do 20 American hammers OYO counting one side" 1-1, 2-2, 3-3 up to 20

Option 2: Q "do 20 American hammers OYO counting both sides" which means 1,2,3,4,5 up to 20

**Special message to Toxic- I know your tech skills will not allow you to access this newsletter,

but maybe one of the other brothers will print it and pass it along, because if you ask one more

#_(*$@ time about counting after 5 years of F3 so help me God old man.....**

PROTIP- always count your middle leg when doing monkey humpers

THE GET RIGHT THE SIX

http://f3jax.com/resources/basic-and-leveled-up-q-guidelines/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRTitxnE-mI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRTitxnE-mI

